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Offensive explosion: Tigers punish Catamounts in opener, see page 5A
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AIDS quilt heightens awareness
Memorial dedicated to victims'opens minds, warms hearts'
DAVID POLLARD

staff writer
The AIDS Quilt visited
Clemson this past weekend for
the second time to heighten
awareness of America's fastest
growing epidemic.
The Quilt's visit was sponsored by several Clemson
organizations, and all proceeds
raised will go to AIDS Upstate,
a local AIDS group. It took a
committee, chaired by Tony
Cawthon and Parvin Lewis,
nine months to plan the memorial.
President Curris began the
opening ceremony with a welcome speech. The speech was
followed by the Presbyterian
Student Union performing a
ceremonial dance to the music
of "The Circle of Life."
Afterwards, two huge pieces of
the Quilt were open on the
floor.
The Quilt's history began in
1987, when a group of San
Fransicans got together to create a memorial to their friends
who had died of AIDS. In
October of 1987, the Quilt was
displayed in Washington, D.C.
Today, there are more than
30,700 panels in the Quilt,
see QUILT, page 2A
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Several University organizations made possible an encore visit from the AIDS Quilt. The
Quilt in its entirty spans more than 12 football fields.

CU welcomes new
engineering building

Cash that check!

LATOYAC. GREENE

staff writer

Ryan Llnn/staff photographer

Clemson University receives a check from the Carolina
Panthers in the sum of $100,000 for general academic
scholarships.
__
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Along with the recent
restructuring of the colleges,
Clemson has also welcomed
another
change
to
its
campus-the new Fluor Daniel
Engineering
Innovation
Building.
The building is named after
fhe'TTuor Daniel Corporation,
which, along with its employees, gave over $2.5 million to
the facility.
Many other corporations,
such
as
NCR,
RUST
International, Carrier, Georgia
Power and Union Camp, gave
donations to aid in the completion of the facility and will
have laboratories named after
them in honor of their contributions.
The 100,000-square-foot
facility will house the entire

department of mechanical
engineering as well as members from the department of
electrical and computer engineering.
Faculty and staff offices,
the mechanical engineering
and administrative offices and
conference rooms will also be
housed in the facility.
Mechanical
engineering
will occupy the ground, first
and second floors.
The faculty and staff from
electrical and computer engineering will occupy the third
tloor.
Faculty and staff moved
into the facility on May 12.
Plans are currently being
made for a building dedication
ceremony to be held in October
in which all donors to the
building, as well as the
Clemson family, will be able to
attend.
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Endowment given to
support annual festival
■ $ 180,000 National
Endowment for the
Humanties grant funds
fifth annual Shakespeare
festival
C. GREENE
staff writer

LATOYA

The
South
Carolina
Shakespeare Collaborative was
recently given a $180,000
award by the National
Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH). This is one of the
largest Shakespeare outreach
grants ever given by the NEH.
The award will help fund
the
annual
Clemson
Shakespeare Festival, an interactive telecourse on teaching
Shakespeare, regional workshops for high school teachers,
an online computer network
(BARONET), a 5-week summer institute on the Clemson
campus for approximately 24
teachers from around the state
and a follow-up conference in
the fall of 1996 for the presentation of curriculum projects
and papers generated during
the collaborative.
Other colleges receiving an
NEH grant include Amherst
College, Harvard University,

Duke, Yale and Johns Hopkins
University. However, Clemson
is the only institution in South
Carolina to receive a grant in
this round.
Many
members
of
Clemson's staff feel that the
support and recognition from
the NEH says much about the
quality of work being done in
the humanities on campus.
"This NEH grant in support
of
the
South
Carolina
Shakespeare Collaborative has
special significance as we
come together as a new college," said James F. Barker,
dean of the newly formed
College of Architecture, Arts
and Humanities. "It provides
our faculty and students with
the first opportunity as a college to build a platform for collaboration using Shakespeare
as the catalyst."
Barker's sentiments are also
found in the theme of this
year's
festival,
"From
Shakespeare's Globe to the
Global Shakespeare," which
reflects the opening of the
reconstructed Globe Theater
this year.
Students will be able to
study both the plays that were
presented at the 17th century
Globe as well as the design and

Candid camera

construction
techniques
employed in the original and
rebuilt theaters through virtual
reality.
The Clemson Shakespeare
Festival is in its fifth year, and
its plays, lectures, workshops
and films have been attended
by almost 70,000 people.
"I knew when I saw 80,000
people in Death Valley for a
football game that we could get
8,000 people to come see
Shakespeare,"
said
Jim
Andreas, professor of English
and the director of the
Collaborative.
The 1996 festival is scheduled for Feb. 28 - March 16.
The first of the activities
supported by the grant is a
series of workshops for 75 high
school English teachers from
across the state.
The first of these will be
held in Greenville on Oct. 21;
the second in Columbia on
Oct. 28; and the third in
Beaufort on Nov. 4.
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First Friday queen, Nancy Bigby,
enjoys the welcome back festivities.

The Universitie's official literary and art magazine

Join us in the Holtzendorffseminar room

Quilt touches all

on Thursday, Sept. 7 at 7:00pm.

your heart," the theme of the
continued from 1A
AIDS Quilt display, was truly
approximately 12 football
appropriate. -Tears- were -con—fields long, with each panel
stantly flowing, and the hugs
telling a little about the person
were plenty as those who visitto whom it was dedicated.
Over five million people have ;, ed the Quilt were touched by
the messages 'left by the famivisited the Quilt worldwide.
liesand friends of loved ones
"We hope to bring awareness even to those students not who had passed away due to
AIDS.
visiting the Quilt," said coThe entire AIDS Quilt will
chair Parvin Lewis. "AIDS is a
be on display in Washington
far reaching disease." Lewis
recalls that last year, a group of D.C. in October 1996. The
number of panels is expected
men entered the Quilt display
intending to make it a joke, but to exceed 40,000. If you would
like more information on
upon seeing and reading the
displays, they left with their AIDS, or would like to help
with AIDS in the community,
•heads bowed. They were clearly touched by the showing of contact the Redfern Health
love that the Quilt represents.
In South Carolina alone,
there are more than 10,500
cases of HIV infections, and of
that, 5,000 full blown AIDS
cases, 700 in the Upstate alone.
That number is expected to
grow, and will continue to
grow at an alarming rate as
long as AIDS awareness and
safe-sex education remains at a
stagnant level. The University
has an extensive awareness
SagefUlison jf|p ilDanillil Grossman s
program it incorporates into
Tonya Andre
JessicHBarwood
Clemson life.
Rebeka Baxr
Rena Hilyer
During closing ceremonies,
several panels were dedicated
Anne Barry
Amy tlbok
and received by a Names
Stacey Brennan I Angela Howeli
Project regional director. These
Shannon Broach
Leigh Ido
panels will be sewed into the
Anna Coleman
large Quilt for display. Among
Stephanie James
the dedicated panels was one
Kim Comprini
Despina Kakaras
of a Clemson student who
Amy Cranmer
Sarah Krewson
passed away
last year.
Jamie Cross
Although his parents refused to
Kim Landree
have his last name inscribed on
Missy Duchin
Jennifer
Manry
the the panel, they were on
Elizabeth
Earl
hand for the dedication. Also, a
Lin| oster J
young man from Atlanta spoke
§Meg||;Marffng J
of his struggle with AIDS in a
Jodie Fotis M
Dam||§ Mock
small community and his comBrooke
Gjbnson
ErikgSJewsom #
mitment to awareness.
"Open your mind, warm

We are holding a drop-in for anyone
interested in becoming a member.
Also, send submissions to:
le, Box 2187, Clemson, S.C 29632-2187
-mail to CHRON@HUBCAP.CLEM.EDU

Zeta Tau Alpha
Congratulates
Jennifer Nunes
|Ashley Reese
|Molhe Richardson
Elaine Robbins
Leah Sauls
Maggp Segars
Kelly Sinclair
Summer Skidmore
Farrah Sullivan |
Nancy Swan son It:
Heather Wesmoreiand Kari Woodson
Kendra Worley
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Judge may send
obese man to
prison for junk food
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) - A
nearly 500-pound check forger
may be headed to prison
because he is unable to consistently lose weight as ordered
by a judge.
Sedgwick County District
Judge Clark Owens ruled
Friday that Arthur D. Younkin
of Wichita had violated the
terms of his probation by eating what the judge called "junk
food." He set an Oct. 12 sentencing date and ordered a presentencing investigation.
Depending on how the
judge calculates and pronounces sentence, Younkin
could serve from six to eight
months in prison before
becoming eligible for parole.
The sentence would include
reductions for the time he has
been in a work-release center
and any good behavior credits
he has earned.
The judge ordered him to
follow a strict diet, lose weight
and maintain the loss. Yokin
lost 70 pounds in about 120
days while in a work-release
program and convinced the
I judge to allow him to live on
his own. He then gained about
78 pounds and was hauled into
court for altering the courtordered weigh-in slips in an
attempt to conceal the amount
of weigh he had gained.
While hospitalized for

I
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Share The Experience

weight-related medical problems for two months earlier
this year, Younkin lost about 90
pounds. But his income and
restitution payments stopped
while he was laid up.

Florida nudist bears
all for MTV
PACE, Fla. (AP) - Cher and
that guy who used to go by the
name of Prince showed their
bottoms on MTV, but 65-yearold George Eckenroth bares
all, including a well-rounded
belly, for the music network.
Eckenroth
appears
au
naturel, with some strategic
electronic blurring, on the current installment of MTV's
"Road Rules." The program
will be repeated Saturday and
Sunday.
It features five young people traveling across the country. They pick up clues to their
next destination at each stop.
Eckenroth, president of
Ethos Trace nudistcamp, held
the clue in a waterproof tube as
he sat in a hot tub at the camp
near this Florida Panhandle
town. The fun lasted until the
travelers debated who should
retrieve the clue.
Finally, three participants
dropped their duds and dived
in.
The episode also shows
Eckenroth driving the MTV
travelers across the complex in
a golf cart. He pointed out the
sights, including a spirited
game of horseshoes.
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With Herff Jones
Graduation
Announcements.
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December Graduates
Order your Graduation Announcements
and Caps and Gowns on

Tuesday, Wednesday, &Thursday
September 6, 7, & 8
9:00- 4:30
Clemson University Bookstore
Payment in full at time of ordering.
I
Orders may be placed prior to these dates at the Art & Engineering counter in the
e
E
bookstore
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•new in an organization?
•new as an officer?
•having difficulty motivating your group?
•wanting to learn about leadership?
•wanting some new ideas for teambuilding?
•having difficulty managing your time?
•looking for a way to get involved?
•wanting to better your organization and yourself?

£811

Registration Form

Are you:

(Please print)
Name:
Social Security #:
Class:

If any of these statements describe your thoughtsjoin us for the 2nd Annual Leadership
Conference at the Clemson House,
Saturday, September 16, 1995
from 9:00 am - 1:30 pm.

□ First-year □ Sophomore
□ Junior
□ Senior
□ Other

Campus Address:.
Campus Phone:.

In addition to learning about different aspects of
leadership you will have the opportunity to meet
other people involved in leadership, learn ways to
recruit new members for your organization, and take
home a few new ideas.

Organization(s) (If you are already involved) and Position(s) in
Organization(s) if applicable:

Workshops will include some of the
following topics:
Wellness
Communication styles
Diversity
Conflict Management
Grad School
Resume Preparation
Motivation
Multiculturalism
Organizing a Presentation Time Management
Teambuilding
Leadership Styles
Officer training
Creativity
and many more

Do you have a meal plan with ARAMark?.
Please return this form by September 12 to: L
Jeanine Ward or Amy Donahue,
Office of Orientation, Leadership &
Disability Services
113 Holtzendorff, Box 344003
Clemson, SC 29634-4003
Proposed Schedule:
9:00 am - 10:00 am
Registration
10:10 am-11:10 am
Session 1
11:10 am-12:10 pm
Session 2
12:10 pm- 1:30 pm
Lunch/Keynote
Price:
Clemson Students
Free
i»

Deadline for registration is:
September 12, 1995 at 4:30 pm
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Questions?
Contact Jeanine Ward or Amy Donahue at the
Office of Orientation, Leadership and
Disability Services at 656-0515.
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ETHAN BELLAMY

editorial editor
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Ticket masters
take over
Well, it's that time of year again.
You know...time for tickets.
Students arrived on campus and
began to unload their vehicles, excited to be returning and oblivious of the
PEOs lurking just around the corner
in their three-wheeled Cushmans of
control.
Amazingly enough, some of the
ludicrous parking regulations weren't
changed over the summer; Frank
Howard forbid we should do anything
in Clemson with practicality in mind.
For example, the spots directly in
front of the University Ridge apartment complex are still 24-hour
employee parking only. Despite the
fact that U. Ridge is home to less than
five University employees, the traffic
boys still think that each of these
employees needs six spots a piece to
park their cars overnight.
I bet that if the people that work at
the parking control office had to park
anywhere but right at their building
then they would understand, but they
can't. They live in the world of subfive minute walks, a world of which
most of us can only dream.
How to describe these well meaning servants of Clemson is always a
challenging endeavor-a long list of
short expletives comes to mind, but a
more accurate description might
come from an analogy with lawyers.
Lawyers get a bad reputation
because the majority of their job
involves picking a fight, verbally
abusing their opponent, going in for
the kill and getting paid for it.
Lawyers are hated because inevitably
in life you will be on the victim end
of their business.
The same truth applies to the
PEOs-it is their job to get you. Is
there honestly anyone who would
say, "Thank you," and mean it, to
someone who just cost them 20
bucks? Of course not. Why then, do
you ask, do I pick on the PEO's? As
Randy Quaid said, "It's their turn,
they work for the city."

The

Letters to the Editor
DUI victim offers haunting testimony
To the editor:
I hit the brakes, only to have the
front end of my car ripped off by a
big red truck. I saw the shiny pieces
disperse along the road catching the
late afternoon sun of that Wednesday
afternoon.
After releasing my breath and
realizing I was, still ■ alive, Lmp^gdmy
car out of the intersection'. ;T-he red
truck parked behind me. A man in his
forties stepped out, seemingly still
dazed from the accident. Neither of
us talked. We both just stared at our
cars, wondering how it all happened.
Soon we heard police sirens
approaching. Upon arriving at the
scene, the officer began asking the
usual questions: "So tell me, what
just happened here - in your own
words?"
I briefly told the officer about the
accident as I remembered it, making
sure he knew I had the green light.
After listening to my account, the
officer proceeded to question the
other driver.
To my surprise, the police officer
asked the man to walk a straight line,
the usual DUI test. The officer called'
a fellow policeman and asked him to
bring a breathalyzer tester. While
waiting for the other officer to show,
the driver was asked to complete
some additional DUI tests: touching
his nose with each index finger and
saying the alphabet backwards.
The other policeman arrived,
ready to administer the more reliable
breathalyzer test. I never saw the
official numbers recorded, but the
man was handcuffed and stuffed in
the back of the police car. When the
other driver seemed dazed, I assumed
that he was just as shocked from the
accident as I was.
To sum up the situation, just
because I happened to be leaving

work at 5:30 p.m. that day and to be
driving through that intersection, I
had to pay. If I had left work five minutes earlier or later, I would not have
been hit. I did nothing wrong, but
because of someone else's choice to
drink before driving, I had to endure
the hassles that accompany a car accident.
My insurance had to cover the car
repairs because the other driver was
uninsured. While my car was being
repaired, I had to find an alternate
form of transportation to get to work.
Because I am under 25, I was unable
to rent a car. I used'my mother's and
she was forced to rent a car-an
expense our insurance certainly did
not cover.
Fortunately my car was fixed in
time to return to school, but just a few
weeks later I had to be a witness at the
court case. I had to leave school, an
unexcused absence, to take the twoand-one-half-hour drive to the hearing.
Once in the hot, crowded courthouse, I had to endure the list of other
cases which were behind schedule.
When my case was finally called, I
testified and was astounded when I
heard the sentencing: nine days in
jail, a $350 fine and a six-month suspended license. In six months, this
man would have the opportunity to
put someone else's life in danger or at
least cause them the same inconvenience he caused me. I just hope he
learned as much as I did from the
accident.
As I left the courtroom, I was
shocked and a little angry-shocked
that the accident even happened and
angry that I had to pay for someone
else's carelessness. But I was also
relieved. What if the man had had
another drink?
Consuela Van Seters

E-mail makes
feedback easier
To the editor:
Ahh!
It is wonderful to see The Tiger'
has e-mail access. I recently wrote to
some Clemson University thing about
how The Tiger and the Chronicle
should get web pages.
Anyway, the reason for my
thoughts was the following. I have an
idea that might prove worth pursuing.
How about an area in the late fall/late
spring Tigers discussing local landlords and giving students a chance to
write in information about them.
Hopefully, as landlords realize the
presence of this, tenants will get a
stronger voice.
The way things currently are, once
a lease is signed and they have your
security deposit, you are at their
mercy. Hopefully, a column like this
would make it a more competitive
thing to be a helpful landlord.
Jerry Perullo
EHUMMEL@CLEMSON.EDU

Letters policy. Letters to the
Editor are subject to editing for space
and style. Anonomyous letters will not
be published. Name and phone number should be included. Letters must
be typed and sent to:
Letters to the Editor
The Tiger
P.O. Box 2097
Clemson, SC 29632-2097
E-Mail: tiger@hubcap.clemson.edu.
Fax: (803) 656-4772.
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Fans' optimism high despite loss
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Ciemson University

University inducts Curris
MARI LINN LOVE

news editor
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"Our heritage, our mission, our purpose," was stressed during Constantine
W. Curris' speech at the ceremony
Friday to invest him as the 13th president of Ciemson University.
Curris' speech was filled with history and symbology as he spoke about
being a first generation American and
the dream of Thomas Green Ciemson.
"My values have been shaped by a
Greek heritage," said Curris, "which
extols individual freedom, civil responsibility and democratic ideals, and
which honors excellence in the arts, letters, science and gymnastics. I believe
the heritage is consonant with the values of Ciemson University."
His speech was heard by a crowd of
almost 1,000 people who filled the
Robert Howell Brooks Center. It further
centered around the "common good" of
the University.
"As a land-grant university we are
committed to promote the common
good through our tripartite mission of
teaching, research and extension," said
Curris. "I believe that the American
people, and especially the citizens of
South Carolina, have a personal commitment to invest in their youth and in
our future."
In his speech, Curris outlined five

Tyrone Walker/ head photographer

President Constatine W. Curris is presented with the
Ciemson University Seal by Louis B. Lynn. Curris stresses the importance of distinction and community.
commitments the University must make
in the upcoming years. First, is to give
priority to the learning experience of the
students. "A renewed emphasis will be
placed upon the core curriculum taken
by all Ciemson students," Curris
stressed, "the effective use of technology, high standards of performance and

upon the value we add to the Ciemson
experience."
Secondly, Ciemson must reaffirm its
position as a land-grant university.
Curris added, "We will take seriously
the consuming intent of our founder - to
improve the economic fortune of his
fellow citizens."

Holocaust awareness
heightened by lectures
HEATHER KAY

staff writer

Holocaust
Awareness
Month has officially begun
with a series of exhibits and
lectures. Among these was a
captivating lecture given by
Zev Weiss, chairman of the
Holocaust
Education
Foundation and a survivor of
Auschwitz.
In front of an audience of
approximately 100 people,
Weiss spoke about his family's
journey. The journey began in
late 1942, from their Jewish
community to the ghettos.
He briefly described the
unsanitary conditions and the
lack of nourishment during the
few months he spent in the
ghetto.
He and his family were
transferred to Auschwitz in
June of 1943 where he was
separated from his father. This
was the last time he would saw
his father.
He was imprisoned in the
Nazi work camp for two years
before he was liberated in 1945

Thirdly, Ciemson will be a strong
national university. Curris noted that
Ciemson "will focus graduate and
research programs where Ciemson.faculty have brought distinction to the
University."
Fourth, Curris wants to "rekindle the
convent between Ciemson and the people of South Carolina." With the help of
the community, Curris feels that the
promotion of higher education will be
strengthened in the 21 st century.
Lastly, Ciemson must recognize the
value of the community. "Ciemson is
truly a special place," commented
Curris. "We will not lose [the] sense of
community. Our goal is to meld the
quest for community with the passion
for excellence."
Curris closed his speech by saying,
"On this beautiful day, in this special
place called Ciemson 'where the Blue
Ridge yawns its greatness,' I formally
accept the Presidency of Ciemson
University."
Though Curris has held the position
of president since late May, the investiture marked the confirmation of his role
as the University's chief executive officer.
The ceremony was preceded by a
procession of faculty, staff and students
from Tillman and Sikes Hall. The procession lead through the historic district
of campus to the Brooks Center.

Ag Center reopens

"We need to think about the Holocaust. We need to be
exposed to it. We need not to ignore these kinds of
images so that we can avoid these horrible mistakes in
the future."

• Zev Weiss
Awareness Chairman
by the 71st division of the US
army. Weiss was the only person in his family (except for
two cousins) who survived the
horror of the Holocaust.
The most disturbing part of
the evening, however, was the
abrupt departure of an unidentified man in the audience after
Weiss answered a question
concerning Americans' knowledge of the events in the Nazi
death camps.
The man, apparently an
American soldier during World
War II, challenged the statement made by Weiss that some
Americans were in fact aware
of the treatment and killing of
Jews in these camps.
Before Weiss could begin
to further explain his state-

ment, the man left the auditorium. Weiss continued with his
question and answer segment,
undaunted by the interruption.
Weiss commented that he
hoped Ciemson students would
gain from his story, the message that "to prevent evil one
must work against it."
He added that if he could
only make a small contribution
to thinking and humanity, then
he would be content.
Reverend Ron Singleton,
the United Methodist Campus
Minister, credits the idea to
begin programs dealing with
Holocaust awareness to a
group of students. They wanted
to borrow his church's van to
see Schindler's List when it
see AWARENESS, page 6A

Ryan Lynn/ staff photographer

The Ag Center reopened last Friday.
Dairy products will be produced by
Coburg Dairy. Story this Friday.
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City wide transit system Campus
to ease parking hassles
J. PATTON
staff writer

JENNIFER

Many commuter students across
campus are finding that locating a parking place or getting downtown trough
the traffic is as much fun as having teeth
pulled.
A solution to this problem is in the
works. A new transit system is being
designed to help students, as well as
Clemson residents, travel to campus and
around town without having to fight for
a parking space and getting stuck in
traffic jams. The state Transportation
Commission recently awarded approximate $350,000 in State and federal
funds to the construction of this new
system. It will take the place of the
University's current campus shuttle system but is designed to be safer, faster
and all together a better system.
The University is a partner in this
deal and plans to put in another

$300,000 to combine with the awarded
grant to help operate the system until
June 30. The bus system will consist of
nine bus system.
This nine-bus system will connect
several parts of town such as Clemson
Downs, north and south of Clemson,
and the Winn-Dixie shopping. The
buses will be large enough to hold 64
people each. In a town with 18,000 students and residents, this public transit
system will cut down on traffic and lack
of parking spaces if the community
takes advantage of it.
The transit system is designed to
help out not only the University students, but also the rest of the community. " It's one system to serve the needs
oftreh entire community- the elderly,
the handicapped, parents with infants,
certainly students, residents and merchants, " said Al Babinicz, manager of
the system.
One of the best parts of this new sys-

tem is that it will be free to all riders and
the city will not have to foot the bill of
implementing this bus system. Work for
this system is already in progress, and it
is expected to be in operation sometime
in January.
The major goals of the new transit
system are to give a source of reliable
transportation for the whole community
of Clemson and to cut back on heavy
traffic and the high demand for more
parking.
With the current University's transit
system carrying close to 50,000 students each month, the new transit system will be able to carry more students
to more places without them having to
worry about getting stuck in traffic or
getting a place to park. This transit system will help the environment by cutting down on the amount of air pollution, and will help people have a little
extra money in their pockets from not
having to buy gasoline.
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Clemson University is starting to modernize its views by first changing the CU logo.
The current logo has been around for almost twenty years. Many Clemson affiliates
feel that the current logo does not express the true image of the University.

Clemson to change logo
SHAKINA MIDDLETON

staff writer
Coming this fall, Clemson may be
seeing a change to its logo. The design
which is currently being used has been
around for almost 20 years. Many view
the graphics as being outdated and not
expressive of what Clemson truly represents.
An Image Steering Committee,
composed of faculty, staff, alumni, a
board member, and students were held
responsible for the creation of sample
designs. The options chosen by the
committee were later viewed by the
University body and feedback was
obtained on the choices.
"These comments were the basis for
the design decisions," said Debbiee
Dunning, manager of editorial serivces.
"What we worked to create was a new
image that represented a traditional, yet
progressive university on the leading
edge of education, research, and public
service."
The final elements of the new logo
consist of the Clemson word mark, the
official seal, and a University tiger acts
as a representation of the tiger statue in
front of Littlejohn Coliseum. According
to the Manager of Graphic Services,
Eve Gibson, the newer version will not
be changed completely, but only updated so it could be easier to print. "The
new design, if approved by the board,
will continue to depict the tradition of
the University," stated Gibson. "The
new logo will simply be an update of
what's presently here."
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These are the three
designs that the board
will choose from in
selecting the new
Clemson logo.
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The consideration for a new logo
design during this time proves to be
beneficial due to the restructuring of the
colleges from nine to four. Because of
this change, departments will be
required to obtain new materials so a
new logo will not cause extra unnecessary work. By updating the logo, no
additional cost were needed on the
behalf of Clemson. All sample image
designs were created by the department
of publishing and marketing. No outside
help was hired to help with the project.
As of right now, the current logo is
still being used and individuals are

encouraged to continue using them.
"We're not asking anyone to throw
away existing materials simply because
it has the old logo on it," said Dunning.
"But as reprints and revisions are needed, we do ask that the new image be
incorporated once it's approved."
The new designs will be presented
for board approval this fall. Gibson
believes if the designs are accepted,
they will give a fresh look to the
University's appearance. "The old logo
type is old-fashioned and there is a big
difference between old-fashioned and
traditional," she said.

Library open area
where students can eat
and drink
Beginning this fall, the library
will set aside an area in the fifth floor
lounge of the R.M. Cooper Library
where students can eat and drink.
The fifth floor also houses many
computer terminals, which remains a
"food-free zone." However, this
area will not permit smoking.

Make-up scholarships
offered to students
All eligible students will be automatically considered for scholarships during the fall make-up period.
There is no scholarship application
required; however the awarding of
need-based scholarships requires the
receipt of a processed Free
Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA). This form should be submitted directly to its processor at
least four weeks prior to the October
15, 1995, deadline to allow ample
processing time. FAFSFA forms are
available in the Financial Aid Office
located in G01 Sikes Hall. Students
have have a current FAFSA on file at
Clemson University are not required
to resubmit for the 1995-96 Makeup Period.

Three construction
science professors
receive national awards
Three professors in the department of construction science and
management have received national
recognition. Gregg Corley, an assistant professor, was awarded the
Associated Schools of Construction
Outstanding Educator Award at the
group's annual conference in Tempe,
Ariz.
Christine Piper, a visiting assistant professor, was awarded the
American Institute of Construction's
(A1C) National Award at the national convention in Long Beach, Calif.
The award honors "AIC's young
members who have distinguished
themselves by conduct in their work
life, their dedication to their profession and their effort on behalf of the
AIC."
Charles Matthewson, head of the
department of construction science
and management, was elected to the
College of Fellows of the American
Institute of Construction, at the
national convention at Long Beach.
He is also a fellow of the Chartered
Institute of Building, the European
counterpart of the AIC.

Clemson professor
receives wolfe society
award
Carol Johnston, professor of
English has received the 1995
William B. Wisdom Award for
Literary Research from the Thomas
Wolfe Society. Her typescript, Of
Time and the Artist: Thomas Wolfe,
His Novels, and His Critics, was recognized at the annual meeting of the
Wolfe Society in Baltimore.
The work is to be published this
fall by Camden House.
see Campus BRIEFS, page 5A |
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Man steals, eats cremated remains
CHICO, Calif. (AP) - A man suspected of stealing and eating the cremated remains of four people in hopes
of attaining "everlasting life" has been
arrested, police said.
Rodney Hines, 36, told police he
snrted some of the ashes and sprinkled
others on his food because he wanted to
live forever.
A man who knows Hines contacted
police last Friday to report that the suspect had been bragging about having
ashes, said Lt. Tony Aeilts.
"My concern was for the families,"
Aeilts said. "These ashes were interred
recently. They have not been there for
50 years or something."
Hines,
who
was
arrested
Wednesday, faces a felony charge of
unlawful mutilation of human remains.
The penal codes doesn't have a section
focusing on the penalties of ingesting
human remains, Aeilts said.
Hines was scheduled to be arraigned
Friday afternoon.

■

Man finds baby
rattlesnake with two
heads
LaGRANGE, Ala. (AP) - Jimmy
Bailey was startled enough when he
found a rattlesnake under an old car. But
he was thoroughly bewildered when he
discovered the snake had given birth to

a two-headed baby.
Bailey and another man shot the
adult rattlesnake and were killing the
babies when he noticed the oddity.
"I went to kill the last one when I
saw it had two heads," Bailey said. "I
had never heard of one or seen anything
like that, so I caught it and put it in a
bucket and brought it home."
Bailey plans to donate the snake to a
zoo.
"Two-headed snakes are extremely
uncommon," said Bob Mount, a retired
professor of zoology at Auburn
University and an expert on Alabama
snakes. "There have been reports of
two-headed ratsnakes and two-headed
greensnakes, but I am not aware of any
reports of a two-headed rattlesnake."
He said snakes with two heads usually die soon after they are born.
Bailey said the two-headed rattlesnake he found has grown considerably during the past month and is now
about 12 inches long.

Helicopter shot with bow
and arrow
LONGVIEW, Wash. (AP) - If you
want to bring down a helicopter with a
bow and arrow, aim for the rear rotor.
That's how Cowlitz County sheriffs
deputies say a man downed a
Weyerhaeuser Co. chopper Thursday.
"If you want to bring a chopper
down, that's the area to shoot," said
Weyerhaeuser security manager Dick
Evans. "They don't fly without them."
Pilot Patrick Stack said he was
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maneuvering the Bell 206 Long Ranger
about 75 feet over the trees when he saw
a man track the copter with his hunting
bow ad let fly.
"It was a deliberate shot," said
Weyerhaeuser forester Joe Koontz, who
was on board. "He was shooting at the
aircraft."
The aluminum arrow hit a rear stabilizing rotor, disabling it, and pierced the
helicopter's metal skin.
"I felt a sharp impact through the
flight controls," Stack said. "It could
have had a disastrous result."

missed.
Two Parks Department enforcement
agents were on the scene before Stein
had buttoned her grandson's pants. The
agents demanded identification - thankfully, only from the grandmother - and
one cited her for violation of NYC
Administrative Code 16-118.6 for
William's deposit of a "noxious liquid."
Stein paid the fine, but appealed. An
administrative judge was sympathetic at
a June 14 hearing, but upheld the fine
(and cost Stein a day's work as an art
dealer).

4-Year-old becomes public enemy No. I

Deputies' man kills self
after taking wife's body
to Texas

NEW YORK (AP) - Her grandson
was Public Enemy No. 1 until Nancy
Stein took on the city.
She
battled
the
Sanitation
Department, the mayor's office, the
Environmental Control Board, an
administrative judge. On Wednesday,
the city parks commissioner said Stein
had won: Her 4-year-old grandson did
nothing wrong when he answered
nature's call behind a Central Park bush.
"I do feel vindicated that I was
heard," said Stein, an Upper West Sider
who survived four months of bureaucratic hassling. "It's been incredible."
On May 23, she was handed a $50
ticket after little William Schlesinger
did his thing in the brush near a Central
Park playground.
"In this case, there were certainly
extenuating circumstances," said Parks
Commissioner Henry Stern. He said he
would recommend that the ticket be dis-

RODESSA, La. (AP) - A man fatally shot his wife, put her in a car and then
drove to Texas, where he killed himself,
authorities said.
Caddo Parish sheriffs dispatchers
received a call about 7 p.m. Monday
from a Rodessa man, who said his son,
Bobby Wayne Jones, 33, had come to
his house, saying he had shot his wife,
Sheila.
Just over an hour later, the car was
found parked just off Texas Highway 77
on a county road. The bodies of the couple were found inside, along with a
handgun, investigators said.
Deputies said they learned later that
the couple apparently had an argument
while in the drive-through lane of a
restaurant. Gunshots were heard at the
time, deputies said.

CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPHY, INC.
Immediate Openings for
Photographers
$6 to $9 per hour
Part-time weekends and evenings
Own transportation a must
Call 885-0036 for an appointment
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WHO WILL PAY YOUR EXPENSES?
The Navy will. The Navy has a medical school
scholarship program for you if you qualify. The
Navy offers two-year, three-year, and four-year
scholarships which can total more than
$100,000.
You'll be provided the opportunity to devote
full time to your studies and let the Navy take
care of the finances. In additional to paying all
of your tuition and fees, the program reimburses
you for books and supplies and gives you a
stipend.
If you have been accepted to, or are already
attending medical school, you can start your
application for a Navy scholarship now.
For more information, call
1-800-622-1404
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time out editor

Prevention
taken too far
President Clinton has recently
launched a major campaign in
preventing teens from purchasing
tobacco products. While sales of these
tobacco products to minors are already
illegal, Clinton's reforms focus primarily on legal sales.
First of all, is this really the most
pressing issue we are facing with our
youth today? Teen smoking, while a
widespread problem, pales in comparison to inner-city crime and drugs such
as crack cocaine, which are bigger concerns at the present tims,.
Clinton's proposed legislation
would prohibit any brand name advertising at sporting events. This means
that there would be no Virginia Slims
Classic in tennis or a Winston Select
auto race. Granted, I'm neither a tennis
fan nor a race fan, but I hope that I'm
informed enough to assume that kids
aren't sitting around in front of a television, watching a stock car race, and
suddenly realizing that they should
light up a Marlboro because they
noticed a sign with the Marlboro logo
on it.
Another regulation would forbid
companies from advertising tobacco
products in print media (these advertisements have already been forbidden
in broadcast media). Being on the staff
of a newspaper, I realize just how
much revenue would be lost to newspapers and magazines which would
have come from tobacco companies.
These companies pay a lot of money to
endorse their particular products, just
as any other company does to promote
the sales of its product.
Additional regulations of Clinton's
legislation would forbid the sales of
merchandise which is unrelated to
tobacco use, such as T-shirts and caps
(greatly affecting the auto-racing merchandise industry). Here again is more
revenue and jobs being lost
Besides, we're going to outlaw
advertisements of tobacco products
when two "cool" frogs on television
are croaking "Budweiser" out to
America's teens syllable by syllable?

The

Military plaza a wasted effort
To the editor:

Spelling criticized

This letter is in response to the artiTo the editor:
cle entitled "Plaza To Honor Heritage"
in the Sept. 8, 1995 issue of The Tiger.
Please request that the person doing
The classes of 1950, 1952 and 1953
your headlines get re-acquainted with
have joined efforts to raise over
Webster's Dictionary. This week
$485,000 to create a military plaza so
"ATMs envoke worry." There is no such
that students will not "forget what
word in my dictionary as "envoke."
Clemson was founded on."
Last week, I believe, it was "Realitor."
Why stop there? Maybe the class of Once again, there is no such word.
1963 can rally some funds, rip down a
Realtor is correct.
You put forth a good product.
few more trees and create a splendid
However, coming from an institution of
bronze replica of Johnstone A just
beside the fine new plaza. The class of higher learning, it does seem appropriate that the spelling be correct. Spell
1981 could surely follow suit and erect
check can't do it all. You have to have
a mini-Death Valley smack-dab in the
some knowledge of whether the word
middle of Bowman Field, complete
spell check stops on is correct or not!
with scaled-down statues of every
Thanks for listening.
Clemson player on the national championship team. I bet that even IPTAY
Dianne Haselton
would be willing to contribute a little of
Dept. of Ag & Applied Economics
dhsltn@clemson.edu
its precious money to such an honorable
cause.
In the meantime, we will do our best
as students to help maintain the "high
standards of academics of Clemson
University" as we venture forth each
To the editor:
day into a world of crowded classes, illIn 1965 a group of concerned, caring
equipped laboratories and professors
and patriotic Americans joined to form
who cannot wrangle enough money
"Vietnam Mail Call" in support of
from this institution to make copies to
America's fighting forces in and near
supplement their lessons.
Vietnam.
There is no need to worry about
Today, in 1995, Americans still care
such nuisances, though. In less than a
and remember through "Mail for Our
year we will all be able to marvel at a
Military.'" Morale-boosting cards and
life-size statue of a soldier standing at
letters from every part of the United
attention in a half-million dollar hotbed
States are intermingled, then made up
of Clemson history while we reflect on
into packages that are sent via priority
the days when oaks stood at the same
mail— neither processing nor mailing is
at taxpayer expense—to more than
location with just as much pride.
1,000 locations across the United States
and around the world. We have tons of
Caroline Weathers
"thank you" letters from chaplains, unit

Military mail call

MICHAEL BURNS

Editor in Chief

commanders and NCOICS, ships, hospitals and morale agencies such as local
Armed Services, YMCAs and USOs.
"Mail for Our Military" is a terrific
project for students and campus groups.
To learn how to take part in this unique,
exciting program, send your name and
address along with a first-class stamp
for return postage (please—not a selfaddressed, stamped envelope—just the
stamp) to: MAIL FOR OUR MILITARY, P.O. BOX 339, SOLDIER, KY
41173, and mention how you learned
about this program. Thank you!
Rodney Butts
United in Service to Others

Attention Professors:
Have an opinion? Starting
next week The Tiger will feature
a guest commentary in every
Tuesday edition. To submit a
commentary call 656-2150.
Letters Policy: Letters to
the Editor are subject to editing for space and style.
Anonymous letters will not
be published. Name and
phone number should be
included. Letters must be
typed and sent to:
Letters to the Editor
The Tiger
P.O. Box 2097
Clemson, SC 29632-2097
E-Mail:
tiger@hubcap.clemson.edu
Fax: (803) 656-4772

GREG SCHMIDT

Managing Editor

Eslablalied m 1907. South

Address- University Box 2097, Clemson, SC 29632-2097. E-Mail: tiger@hubcap.clemson.edu. Location: Suite 906 of the Edgar A. Brown University Union.
Main Office: 656-2150, Advertising: 656-2167, Business: 656-1596, News & Editorial: 656-4006, Sports & Time Out: 656-4007, Photo & Circulation: 656-4007,
FAX: 656-4772.

Subscription rates: $30 per year, $18 per semester. Local & national advertising upon request.

JOHN LEARY

Business Manager
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Clemson fraternity
receives leadership
award
The Clemson University
chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha
Fraternity was honored for outstanding chapter programming
at a leadership conference in
Indianapolis. The Clemson
chapter,
Delta
Omicron,
received
the
Campus
Involvement Award, presented
annually for exemplary participation in extracurricular programming and campus leadership.
"The chapter at Clemson
has proven itself as a leader on
campus and within Lambda
Chi Alpha," said Fred W.
Suggs, the fraternity's interna-

tional president. "The members
offer outstanding fraternal
experience, emphasizing leadership development, academic
achievement, service and fellowship."
Lambda Chi Alpha is one of
the largest fraternities formen,
with 219 chapters on college
campuses throughout the
United States and Canada.
Founded in 1910, Lambda Chi
Alpha has initiated more than
215,000 members.

Earth sculpture on
exhibit at the S.C.
Botanical Garden
Herb Parker, one of the
country's leading earth sculptors, has completed a unique

earthwork in the South
Carolina Botanical Garden at
Clemson University. Visitors
can now enjoy the work during
each season. The living sculpture is a permanent garden
exhibit which blurs the line
between nature and art by
merging the earthwork with its
environment through design
and materials.
The structure site is a niche
garden near the spring house,
along the woodland wildflower
trail, past the pioneer garden.
The work is sponsored
through an interdisciplinary
partnership of the S.C.
Botanical Garden, Clemson
University
College
of
Architecture,
Arts
and
Clemson University Events
Humanities's Rudolph E. Lee
Gallery, and the departments of
horticulture and visual arts.
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TimeSavers
Word processing, term
papers, professional
resumes and other
various business
needs. Call J. Hill at
855-1585. Leave
message if no answer.
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Comic Book Sale!!!
Approx. 20,000 books at 500 each
Approx. 5,000 other books at 70% off
BrD's Sports Cards and Comics
1350-DCrestviewRd.
Easley, SC 29642
(803) 855-0235
^

CHItfS
wings • firewater
Is Now Accepting
Applications for:
Server Professionals
Bartenders

I

Kitchen Personnel
Part-time or Full-time Shifts
Available, Flexible Schedules, Fast
paced, Fun Working Environment,
Meal Plans, Earn $8 to $15 per hour

Niffer's is serving HOT \MlN6i1b
in the bar for 2-0 cents each
during ever^ Monday Night and
Thursday Night FootbaU game.
^
60MIN& SOON!
>
NTN Communication's
) interactive TV featuring
\
trivia, Q&i football,
basketball and more.
located in the Shops of College
Place on College Avenue.
Formerly (but not anything like) WJ. Brea's.
653-7522

Management and Career
Opportunities Available in a Growth
Oriented Business

Do You Fit the Mold?
Please Apply in Person
Mon - FH 3-6 p.m. (No phone calls please!)

Easley - - See Amy @ 5616 Calhoun
Memorial Hwy.
Anderson - - See Bill @ 3901 Clemson
Blvd.
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Report: Citadel, state
could save $17 million
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP)
- The Citadel could save taxpayers $17 million a year and
keep its corps of cadets allmale if it would became a private military college, a newspaper reported Sunday.
Going private, however,
would force the public school
to dramatically raise tuition,
cut programs and tap its own
endowment, The Post and
Courier of Charleston reported,
citing its own analysis from
figures provided by The
Citadel.
Citadel officials say going
private would come at too
great a cost to consider.
Calvin Lyons, vice president for finance and business
affairs, said he discussed the
idea of going private with the
college's Board of Visitors in
1994. The board decided the
option was not viable.
"As far as we're concerned,
the issue has fairly been put to
bed," said James E. Jones Jr.,
chairman of The Citadel board.
According to the school's
own figures, The Citadel

the lower-income strata, forcing the college to become an
elitist institution," said Lyons,
who reviewed The Post and
Courier's analysis.
Lyons did acknowledge
that if the school went private,
South Carolina students would
be eligible for tuition help
under the state's program for
private college students.

would need an extra $17 million a year if it went private.
That would match the amount
taxpayers now kick in to educate Citadel cadets.
To make up that money,
The Post and Courier said The
Citadel would have to:
- Raise tuition, room and
board and other fees to about
$17,000 per year, up from
between $8,000 and $15,000.
The current level depends on
where a student is from and
what year he is in.
- Cut its instruction budget
by 2 percent.
- Cut 5 percent from the
administration and operations
and maintenance budgets.
- Get a $4.5 million-peryear contribution from the college's two college's two
endowment funds, the Citadel
Development Foundation and
the Citadel Trust.
The Citadel has not studied
how such a major tuition
increase would affect enrollment, but officials believe a
$17,000 bill would hurt.
"We would lose students in

"We need not to ignore
these kinds of images so that
we can avoid these horrible
mistakes in the future."
Don McKale, professor of
Holocaust and Nazi Germany
studies, said "if we can reach a
few students and make them
aware of why the Holocaust
happened and get them to think
about the issues of prejudice
and hate, especially racial and
religious prejudice, where it all
can lead and the evil it can produce, the program will be successful."

Kappa Alpha Theta Welcomes Its
Wonderful New Members
Emily Oteul
Amy Perri
Lori Rabon
Stephanie Rabon
Vitre Ravenel
Joanna Salis
Julie Siman
Tonya Singleton
Kelley Snelling
Dawn Woods
Krissy Baldwin
Holly Majka
Margret Roland
Tessa Rupple
Lenzie Phelps

Anne Adams
Whitney Allen
Brooke Battaglia
Sarah Beattie
Alison Biondi
Sherri CanSue Connell
Allie Deland
Heather Holmquist
Mandy Lenoci
Kim Lucas
Gwen Malone
Ashley Mohr
Trude Molin
Carrie Nixon

The state established the
COLUMBIA, S.QIB(AP) Although the prospect ;of, start- South Carolina Institute of
ing an engineering program at Leadership for Women at
Converse College has been in Converse this year as an alterthe works for a few months, the native to allowing women into
plan indirectly could help The The Citadel, the state military
school in Charleston.
Citadel remain all male.
Steve Melsheimer, associNancy Mellette, the latest
ate
dean for undergraduate
woman trying to gain access to
studies
in Clemson's engineerThe Citadel's corps of cadets,
said the state's women's leader- ing and science college, said
ship program at Converse Converse's overture "is comwould not equal a Citadel edu- patible with our interests...We
cation because Converse does have an objective of increasing
not have the electrical engi- the number of women in our
program," Melsheimer said.
neering program she wants.
Clemson would offer two
However, Converse offiplans:
a five-year program that
cials said Friday they contacted
would
yield two degrees - one
Clemson University in June
about possibly offering engi- from Converse, probably math
neering degrees. The talks are or physics, and one from
in the early stages, but the deal Clemson in engineering - and a
could help the state argue that four-year program that would
Converse's curriculum is com- offer only the engineering
degree.
parable to The Citadel.

CATHOLIC MASS
ON CAMPUS

ilk
WEDNESDAYS AT 12:20 PM

WHERE IN THE WORLD
WILL YOU BE AFTER
GRADUATION?

Holtzendorff (YMCA Building)
2nd Floor Multi-Purpose Room

Opportunities in more than
90 countries await you.
Peace Corps is seeking
business, education, health
and nutrition, math and
science majors to work
overseas for two years.
Benefits include living
expenses, transportation,
healthcare, language training
and possible student loan forgiveness.

Sponsored by

THE CATHOLIC
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Find Out How to Join Peace Corps
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 20
10AMT04PM
Or Call (800) 424-8580. Option 1, Ext. 475

it.
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CU may help Converse
offer curriculum like Citadel

Littlejohn Coliseum

continued from 1A
see Schindler's List when it
first came out.
This reminded him of how
powerful the Holocaust was
when he was exposed to the
stories in college.
Last year, only a trip to the
Holocaust
museum
in
Washington, D.C,. was initially
planned for the month of
September, but Rev. Singleton,
several professors and the
Hillel group on campus decided that more programs needed
to be provided.
"We need to think about
the Holocaust," said Weiss.
"We need to be exposed to

j
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For more information about our programs and activities,
please call 654-7804

INSIDE
• Men's soccer beats
UNC, page 8A
•Women's soccer
loses to UNC, page
8A
•Volleyball in tournament, page 9A

The Tiger men's
soccer team is
ranked eigth in the
nation by Soccer
America.

Clemson University

Tigers lose fight against FSU
Optimism high despite
loss to Florida State

MIKE MCCOMBS

sports editor

Warrick Dunn had a career
day while leading the topranked Florida State Seminoles
to a 45-26 victory over the
Clemson Tigers Saturday in
Death Valley.
The Clemson offense
found some success against the
Seminole defense, but the
Tigers couldn't stop the highpowered Florida State offense,
particularly the draw plays to
tailback Warrick Dunn.
Dunn had a career high
180 yards and two touchdowns
on only 12 carries.
"He may have been the
difference in the game," said
Seminole head coach Bobby
Bowden. "If there was one person that was the difference, it
was him."
The Tiger offense rolled
up 428 yards of total offense,
including 321 yards rushing.
Raymond Priester scored the
first Clemson touchdown
against Florida State in three
seasons when he rambled in
from 21 yards out early in the
second quarter to make it a 147 game.
The last Clemson touchdown against the Seminoles
came on a 35 yard pass from
Richard Moncrief to Terry
see SEMINOLES, page 12A

MIKE MCCOMBS

sports editor

Greg Schmidt/managing editor

The Tiger defense kept Danny Kanell relatively quiet all day. He
completed under fifty percent of his passes but the FSU running
backs picked up the slack.

Clemson's loss to topranked Florida State Saturday
in Death Valley was not all bad
news.
The Tigers showed they
could execute an effective
offensive game plan against a
tough defense and that they
were much improved from last
season.
More importantly, the Tiger
fans showed that they still supported their team, even after a
down year. Over 82,000
showed up for the game and
very few left early, despite the
eminent defeat at the hands of
the Seminoles.
Most Tiger fans were proud
of their team's performance.
Sean Hanzelik, a Clemson
graduate, drove four and a half
hours from Chattanooga, Tenn.
, to see the game. He is optimistic about where the
Clemson program is headed.
"The game was a lot closer
tftarrthe score indicated," said
Hanzelik. "Our team showed
tremendous promise, especially on the offensive side of the
ball. I think the Tigers will be a
see FANS, page 10A

'A tale of two halves'
JOHN GRIFFITH

staff writer

The Carolina Panthers stated at the
beginning of the season that they did
not want to be referred to as an expansion team, but rather the first-year
Carolina Panthers.
But Sunday they looked like an
expansion team, dropping their secondever NFL game 31-9 at the hands of the
Buffalo Bills.
Carolina led 9-0 at halftime, but
Buffalo, scored 28 points in a 10minute span during the third quarter to
go in front for good, in spite of the fact
that quarterback Jim Kelly completed
just four passes in the game.
"I had a feeling that I had more
interceptions than completions," Kelly
said. "I started pressing and trying to
make plays that weren't there. The hurdle we crossed was the offense in the
second half...It was very frustrating. I
couldn't get anybody open. We didn't
run well; didn't pass well."
The scoring for Buffalo started
when Kelly hit Russell Copeland on a
crossing pattern about 15 yards downfield.
Copeland broke two tackles and
was off to the races for a 77-yard touchdown. Thurman Thomas lead two more
touchdown scoring drives of 41 and 59
yards, scoring from four yards out on
one and setting up another touchdown
with a 59-yard screen pass.
Two plays later, Eric Holmes

punched it in from three yards out.
The final blow to the Panthers was
a 34-yard interception return by Buffalo
cornerback Curt Schulz for a touchdown. Steve Christie closed the scoring
for Buffalo with a 35-yard field goal in
the fourth quarter.
Carolina had plenty of chances in
the first half. Brett Maxie intercepted
Kelly and returned it to the Buffalo 25,
but three plays later the drive stalled and
John Kasay converted a 34-yard field
goal.
Later in the second quarter, a 37yard drive stalled and again Kasay
nailed a field goal, this time from 52
yards.
Early in the third quarter, Sam Mills
picked off a Kelly pass and ran it back to
the Buffalo 12, but during the next three
plays, the Panthers lost four yards.
Kasay booted his third field goal of the
game, this one a 33-yard field goal.
Last week, Carolina quarterback
Frank Reich threw for a career high 329
yards passing. On Sunday all he could
muster was 6 of 21 for 44 yards and one
interception.
With the absence of the Panther
passing attack, Carolina turned to its
running game. But the Buffalo defense,
lead by all-pro Bruce Smith and all-pro
Cornelius Bennett were up to the challenge, dominating the line of scrimmage
and stopping the Panthers on every key
situation. Buffalo coach Marv Levy was
satisfied.
,
.
see BUFFALO, page 10A

Vern Vema/staff photographer

The Panthers are finding the regular season slightly
more difficult than the exibition season. The Panthers
have been outscored 54-29 in their first two games.
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Tiger soccer takes on UNC
Lady Tigers lose to No. I
ranked North Carolina

KEVIN BRIDGES

staff writer

The Clemson men's soccer
team squeaked by the thirdranked Tar Heels Sunday in
Chapel Hill, N.C. thanks to a
direct kick goal by Imad Baba
with 8:50 remaining in the
second overtime period.
The Tigers went ahead 1-0
when Wolde Harris buried a
pass from Miles Joseph at the
26:28 mark in the first half.
UNC tied the score at one
at the 57:40 point on a penalty
kick by Temoc Suarez.
Harris' goal was his fourth
of the season and the 59th of
his career.
He is now 16 goals away
from breaking the all-time
Clemson mark for goals
scored. The record is currently
held by Nnamdi Nwokocha,
who scored 74 goals in his
career from 1979-82.
Joseph's assist was the
36th of his career. He is fifth
on the all-time Clemson assist
list.
The Tigers outshot the Tar
Heels 13-10 in the match and
held a 7-4 edge in corner
kicks.
This game, the first ACC
matchup for both teams,
improves Clemson's record to
2-1 overall, while UNC's
record drops to 3-1.
The Tiger's next game will
be held at Riggs Field against
Charleston
Southern
on
Wednesday at 7 p.m.

JAY MARCOUX

interim asst. sports editor

file photo

The Tigers' win against third-ranked North
Carolina improves their record to 2-1 overall
and 1-0 in the ACC.

The #10-ranked Lady
Tigers fell 1-0 to the #1-ranked
North Carolina Friday night in
front of a record crowd of
1,858 fans at Riggs Field.
Clemson had a scoring
opportunity in the closing seconds of the game.
Lady
Tiger
Carmie
Landeen tried a chip shot from
15 yards away, but the ball was
deflected off North Carolina
goalie Siri Mullinax. Lady
Tiger Diana Akin took another
shot that hit the right goal post
with two seconds left.
North Carolina scored at
the 38:17 mark in the first half.
Lady Tarheel Vanessa Rubio
took the ball to the left corner
of the penalty box, and Debbie
Keller drove the ball to the left
post and scored. It was her
third score of the season.
The Lady Tarheel offense
seemed to pressure Clemson
throughout the game. North
Carolina had 23 shots on goal
compared to Clemson's four
shots.
The Lady Tarheels also
had 15 corner kicks while the
Lady Tigers had just two.
Clemson had the edge
defensively. Lady Tiger goal-

keeper Meredith McCullen
recorded eleven saves compared to North Carolina's
Mullinax, who had just one
save.
Clemson had only eleven
fouls in the contest compared
with North Carolina's 20.
The entire game featured
Clemson's tenacious defense
against a relentless North
Carolina offensive attack that
continuously
penetrated
Clemson territory and allowed
many scoring opportunities for
the Lady Tarheels.
The Tarheels are ranked #1
in both the ISAA and Soccer
America polls and have won
the national title for 13 out of
the last 14 seasons, including
nine consecutive championships entering the 1995 season.
The University of North
Carolina has had a varsity
women's soccer program for
only 17 seasons. Clemson was
also nationally ranked at #10
entering last Friday night's
game in only the second season of women's soccer at the
varsity level at Clemson.
The Lady Tigers see action
once again tonight at Riggs
Field against North CarolinaCharlotte. The game time is 7
p.m.

beYOU!
Portraits
earbook and Senior)
September 11-22
Monday-Friday
9:00am - 6:00pm
7th Floor Student Union
No appointment necessary!
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Tigers host Big
Orange Bash
KEVIN BRIDGES

staff writer

file photo

The Tigers rolled over Eastern Kentucky but lost to
Alabama on Saturday night at the Big Orange Bash. Two
of the Tigers made the all-tournament team.

Freshman-of-theWeek awarded to
Tiger linebacker
MIKE MCCOMBS

sports editor
Freshman Tiger linebacker
Anthony Simmons was named
ACC Freshman-of-the-Week
for his performance against the
top-ranked Florida State
Seminoles Saturday in Death
Valley.
Simmons, the first true
freshman to start at linebacker
for the Tigers in the opener
since John Johnson, now of the

New Orleans Saints, made his
second start against the
Seminoles.
Simmons tied a 20-year-old
Clemson single game mark for
tackles by a first year player.
His 14 tackles, seven first hits
and seven assists, tied the
record set by Randy Scott in
1975. Scott's performance was
also against Florida State.
Simmons, a Spartanburg
native, now leads the team
with 24 tackles.

The Clemson volleyball team handled Eastern Kentucky with style at the
Big
Orange
Bash
Volleyball
Tournament on Saturday night, defeating them soundly in four games with
scores of 15-2, 12-15, 15-4 and 15-3.
After defeating Eastern Kentucky,
the Tigers moved on to face Alabama in
the final match of the tournament.
The Tigers lost the match in three
games with scores of 11-15, 6-15, and
9-15, bringing their overall season
record to 4-4.
After the tournament, the Big
Orange Bash All-Tournament team was

named.
Two Tigers, Julie Rodriguez, who
had 40 kills and 21 digs in the tournament, and Ashley Self, who had 26 kills
and 22 digs, made it onto the final ballot.
The others named were Nina Foster
of Alabama and Heather Hoy and Yoko
Beltran of the University of Texas at
Arlington.
Hillary Kyle of Alabama was
named the tournament MVP.
The Clemson volleyball team plays
host to Furman tonight at 7:00 and
hosts Memphis this Thursday night,
also at 7:00.
Come out and support the Lady
Tigers at Jervey Gymnasium.

You Could Be a Member
of Who's Who!

K£
*

The Who's Who Among American Universities
and Colleges are Now Being Selected.

Do you have...
•A GPA of at least 2.75?
•Graduation planned on or before August 1996?
•Involvement in extracurricular activities?
If the above applies to you, you could be one of the selected
Clemson University candidates for the Who's Who Award.
Applications have been sent to Deans, Department Heads Staff Members and
Student Organizations...but, if you need more stop by 104 Holtzendorff.
Applications are due on or before October 2, 1995.
Contact the Office of Orientation, Leadership, and
Disability Services at 656-0515, if you have any questions.

and Bar!
THE BEST KEPT
SECRET IN CLEMSON

653-7522

polos

Nothing priced above $19S2"

Now serving fried cheese, nachos, grilled chicken
salad, burritos, fajitas, jalapeno poppers, corn
nuggets, 1/2 pound burgers, grilled chicken

With any $10.00 purchase receive a reversable Tshirt for just $1.00. T-shirts offered in a variety of
color

sandwiches, ribeye steak, chef salad, French dip
sandwich, Garden burgers, steamed vegetables,
chicken fingers, kid's meals, veggie burger, $1.00
Miller Lite & Natural Light bottles, Heath F3ar
Crunch pie and so much more!

located in the Shops of College Place on College Avenue in Clemson

DuciTHead Outlet
405 College Ave. (Next to the Astro The

1/2 OFF ANY
APPETIZER
WITH THIS
COUPON!
Not valid aft«r 12/31/95

OPEN MON-SAT10-8
65^3722

ONE FREE DESSERT
WITH THE PURCHASE
OF ANY MEAL!
Not valid after 12/31/95

Visit us on our internet home page for
a free offer. http://home.aol.com/NifferCU

1/2 OFF ANY
APPETIZER
WITH THI!
COVFOH
Not valid aftor 12/?

IB

■.,.:■■■■,-.'
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Cross country
places 2nd, 3rd
at invitational
KEVIN BRIDGES

staff writer

The
Clemson
Tiger
women's cross country team
placed second behind Virginia
Tech at the 1995 Western
Carolina
Cross
Country
Invitational on Saturday.
Senior Meredith Ford took
the 5K race with a time of
18:48. Teammate Tina Jensen,
a junior, placed second with a
time of 18:52.
Freshman Tiger Julianne
Littman placed tenth with a
19:36 mark.
Other Lady Tiger finishers

continued from 7A
"I don't ever want a victory to be a relief," Levy said.
I'm thrilled we won the game,
\ whether it was 31-9 or 10-9."
On offense Buffalo was
lead by Thurman Thomas who
gained 91 yards on 22 carries
and a touchdown, and Russell
Copeland who had 112 yards
receiving and a touchdown on
only two receptions.
"What you saw was a tale
of two halves," Carolina coach
Dom Capers said. "We knew
we run, not to make turnovers
and rely on our kicking game.

Fans
vocalize
continued from page 7A
top ten power very soon and
Florida State's ACC streak
will come to an end next
year."
Clemson student Aaron
Mulvey likes what he sees in
this year's Clemson team.
"I like the offense," said
Mulvey. "They've made some
big improvements. Tommy
West has done a great job with
this team. We're going in the
right direction."
Coach West was impressed
with the Tiger crowd as well.
"I think you saw a
Clemson crowd, the way I can
remember them. They stayed,
they cheered. I think they were
proud of the effort of their
football team."

9s[pw Hiring Smiling Jacts I
'Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
'Gourmet Lunch Daily
'Every Sunday Noon until 8 pm
•Dinner 5 pm nightly

Lunch • Sundays • Happy Hours

jrap

4126 Clemson Blvd. Next to Holiday Spa ^231 -8811
o
z

Hurry in for these specials!

W
CO
111

o
O
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r si-

2

_i

u.
►

.
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i

$1.00 OFF 12 exposure roll
$2.00 OFF 24 exposure roll
$3.00 OFF

654-6900

What happened in the third
quarter happens easily in this
league. We didn't respond well
after the touchdown."
*
"All we had to do was get
some first downs, but we
weren't able to do that," Reich
said. "When we grab the lead,
we've got to get that killer
instinct."
The Carolina Panthers
face the St. Louis Rams this
Sunday in Death Valley at 1
p.m. for their first regular season home game of their inaugural season.

•Fresh Veal, Chicken, Steaks & Seafood
'Absolutely TheBESL Salads in the Upstate!
'Romantic Italian Atmosphere
•Excellent California & Italian Wine List

PfiSTfl HOUS

included Megan Hartman,
25th, Lauren Huber, 28th,
Christine Engel 29th, Dee Dee
Kennedy, 31st, Aimee Stou
41st, Caroline Scruggs, 53n
and Alysha Campbell, 97th
The men's team finished in
third place with 82 points.
The top Tiger finisher was
freshman Esteban Diaz, who
placed sixth with a time of
26:21. Junior Joe Harris placed
tenth with a 26:42 mark.
Other men's finishers
included Trent Kirk, 16th,
William Arnold, 24th, Todd
Holliday, 26th, Kevin Bulla,
37th and Jason Reckner, 38th.

Buffalo Bills
defeat Panthers

September 12,1995

exp. 9/30/95

HOURS: M-F, 9:30-6 SAT., 9:30-5

:

=S^^H^B^^S

ill

► Student needed to work mornings and sonic weekends
:

WSIE:.

^WSMSMMiy

111

work includes: tent set-ups, delivery of large equipment
^f Apply in person, speak with Beth or Pete

980 Tiger Blvd 654-9187

Alpha Chi Omega
Congratulates our new members:
Kelly Anselmo
Melanie Beckham
Heather Blacky
Bridget Bay
Sarah Burns
Liza Deal
Nancy Deibler
Brooke Gibson
Heather Graham
Megan Graves
Regina Hatch
Kelly Hemingway
Kate Heppner
Beth Hoover
Chris Hynoski
Kara Jackson
Tay Jontas
Allison Jordan
Ashley Kingsmore
Sally Ann Kivett
Jennifer Means
Sara Mitchener

Liz Mroczka
Kate Myers
Bridie O'Brien
Amy Parmenter
Melissa Pillow
Carrie Raines
Danielle Ramsey
Carla Robinson
Jamie Setzler
Laura Share
Kristen Skipper
Meredith Starkey
Kristen Stevenson
Rissy Sutherland
Stephanie Suter
Jennifer Tapp
Kim Turner
Stacey Wallace
Ashley Wiles
Erin Williamson
Brantlie Wolfe
Holly Womble
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Surprise your folks.
OH

tablet has the urn Ml of caffeine a* about two cups of coffee. ^^T<1

And it's just as safe. Hey, anythino. is possible, if you re up for it.

fcrS**^

Revive with Vtoarin!
©1995 &&J Consumer Healthcare

Use only as directed.
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Seminoles improve
ACC record to 26-0
continued from 7A
Smith at the 11:11 mark of the
fourth quarter of the 1992
game.
Priester had a good day,
rushing for 111 yards on 22
carries. Lamont Pegues, playing with a bruised knee, toted
the ball 18 times for 83 yards.
"We thought we could run
the ball coming in," said
Clemson head coach Tommy
West.
The bright spot on the
Tiger offense, however, was
fullback Emory Smith. Smith,
who garnered ABC Player-ofthe-Game honors, had 97 yards
on only nine carries, including
a 2-yard touchdown.
His biggest run was for 48
yards in the third quarter,
which led to a 28-yard Jeff
Suave field goal.
"I thought today, Emory
looked like a fullback, what a
fullback is supposed to look
like, not looking like he's trying to be a tailback in a fullback's body," Coach West said
of Smith's performance.
Quarterback
Nealon
Greene, who came into the
game leading the nation in
passing efficiency, completed
only eight of 21 passes for 107
yards with a touchdown and
two interceptions.
He did show a flash of the
Tiger offense of the future in
the third quarter, however.
On a second and one from
the Clemson 44, Greene completed a 56-yard pass to Tony
Home for the longest pass play
of his career. The play completed a two play 65-yard drive
that lasted all of 16 seconds.
Coach West seemed happy
with his team's offense which
matched the most points
scored on the Seminoles, 26,
since they joined the conference.
"I thought that early in the
game that we had to mix it up
offensively to keep them from
keying on the running game,"
said West.
"As the game went along,
I really thought that our football team got stronger offensively. That's a great sign for
us. That's what we've worked
very hard to accomplish."
Coach
Bowden
also
appeared impressed with the
Tigers' offensive progress.
"This time a year ago, they
couldn't do what they did
today," said Bowden. "I really
think that they're only getting
better."
"Last year when they
played us, they were not sure
about their quarterback, they
were not sure about their
offense, but they went back,
found out what they ought to
do, put the guy in there that
could do it, and now they can
build on it."
In the end, however, the
Florida State offense was just
too strong for the young Tiger
defense.
The Seminoles amassed
455 yards of total offense led

by Dunn's strong performance.
Quarterback Danny Kanell
completed under 50 percent of
his passes, but still threw for
170 yards.
Coach West cited several
areas where his team took
themselves out of the game.
"It's really simple. We lost
the turnover game. That's
number one. We lost the kicking game.
"When you lose those two
against the top-ranked team in
the country, you really don't
give yourself a chance," West
said. What gave us a chance
was that we just fought like
crazy."
West also lamented the
Seminoles'great field position
early in the game.
"We really didn't give ourselves a chance in the first
half," said West. "They had

drives of 53, 41 and 30 yards
and you can't give their
offense that short of a field."
Despite the Tigers'
improvements over the last
two games against the
Seminoles, Coach West had
mixed emotions about his
teams moral victory.
"We didn't come into this
game to play hard or to stay
close," said West. "We came in
to this game to try to win the
football game."
"I don't like losing.
Nobody in that locker room
likes losing, but I just like the
overall attitude of this team
right now, because I think they
approach the game in the right
way.
"They go out to work. I
like this team. I like their attitude. I like the improvements
that we've made."

Career Fair

I

September 20, 1995

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker5*1, is
looking for motivated people to establish a career
in the stock brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
4-12 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general market knowledge and the desire to excel, see
us at the Career Fair on September 20,1995.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

1800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

An Equal Opportunity Employer

{

^OLDE

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC
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Tigers rout 1-AA Catamounts
JAY MARCOUX

interim asst. sports editor

Brian Thomas/staff photographer

The Tigers, led by QB Nealon Greene, exploded for 55
points Saturday, the most in over 4 years. Greene threw
three touchdown passes to three different receivers.

The Tigers took the season opener
easily with a 55-9 thrashing of
Division I-AA opponent Western
Carolina. Sixty-five thousand fans
were in attendance in Death Valley
Saturday as Clemson steam-rolled
their way to victory.
The opening day victory highlighted a much improved offense and special teams. The kicking game looked
decent as Jeff Sauve connected with
field goals of 38 and 45 yards.
Saturday's game marked the most
points scored since 1990, when
Clemson defeated Long Beach State
59-0. Nealon Greene also had three
touchdown passes, the most by any
Clemson quarterback since Mike
Eppley threw three touchdown passes
against Maryland in 1983.
"We're excited about having a win
under our belt," said Clemson head
coach Tommy West. "We had a chance
to go into a two-minute offense and
scored with it. This shows that I do
have confidence in this team right now.
A year agd, < We -would have run the
cldcg'SEt.-'«oi1oe3i3lm '
The Tigers dominated in defense
after a close first quarter. Within the
first five minutes, the Clemson offense
already produced a nine-yard Nealon
Greene touchdown pass to Emory
Smith.
The Catamounts answered back in
the second quarter when quarterback
Chad Greene threw a 31-yard touchdown pass to David Patten. The extra
point failed, and the Catamounts
trailed Clemson 7-6.
The Clemson offense then went
back to work as Nealon Greene ran in
a touchdown from the one-yard line off
of Clemson's best drive of the day,

where Greene led the Tigers on just
eight plays for 69 yards.
Clemson added a Jeff Sauve field
goal at the 3:34 mark in the second
quarter.
The Tiger defense went to work, and
Western Carolina was forced to punt
with under two minutes remaining. This
triggered Clemson's most exciting drive
of the game topped off by a 25-yard
touchdown pass from Nealon Greene to
Antwuan Wyatt.
Clemson went into the half up 24-6.
For Tommy West's Tigers, however,
this wasn't enough. Lamont Pegues
scampered his way into the endzone
with a 27-yard touchdown run. Less
than two minutes later, Andy Ford
blocked a punt and returned it 26 yards
for a touchdown. This was followed by
a Nealon Greene 23-yard touchdown
pass to Carl Baker.
"I didn't know how to control the
score. We didn't want to run (the score)
up. But it was very nice to score like
that," added West. "We tried to run the
clock out, but we threw on third down.
We ran three series in a row where we
had to punt. We didn't want to rub it in
by any means."
Louis Solomon relieved Greene
early in the third quarter. Greene had
already passed for 191 yards and three
touchdowns.
Solomon led the conservative running attack, passing only in third down
situations. Jeff Sauve added a 45-yard
field goal in the third quarter before
Western Carolina came back with a
field goal of their own.
Solomon led the offense deep into
the fourth quarter before scoring on a
17-yard run. Solomon finished 1-3 for
21 yards.
The Tigers led a balanced attack
see ^FFENSE, page 6A

Panthers lose in
overtime, 20-23
MIKE MCCOMBS

staff writer
The Carolina Panthers
came up just short Sunday in
the first regular season game
in their history. The Panthers
lost to the Atlanta Falcons 2320 in the Georgia Dome on a
Morten Anderson field goal in
overtime.
Carolina stunned the the
Falcons as well as the crowd
when Willie Green hauled in a
44-yard touchdown pass from
Frank Reich with 26 seconds
remaining in the fourth quarter. The scoring strike made
the score 20-19 in favor of
Atlanta.
Going for the win,
Panthers Head Coach Dom
Capers had his team line up for
a
two-point
conversion.
However, offensive tackle

Derrick
Graham
moved
before the snap and Carolina
was forced to settle for the
PAT by John Kasay.
Carolina had the first possession in the overtime, but
Reich had the ball stripped by
Lester Archambeau
and
Atlanta took possession at the
Carolina 31 yard-line. Six
plays later, Anderson nailed
the 35-yarder to give Atlanta
the win.
The Panthers jumped out
to an early 10-0 lead on an 8
yard toss from Reich to fellow
former-Bill tight end Pete
Metzelaars and a 39 yard
Kasay field goal. However,
the offense sputtered in the
middle quarters when Atlanta
made a 20-3 run.
Carolina managed only 60
see PANTHERS, page 6A

Tyrone Walker/head photographer

Carolina was set up to go for a two-point conversion in Sunday's loss
and a 21-20 lead with 26 seconds remaining in the game after a
Frank Reich TD pass, but a false start penalty on the conversion
attempt forced the Panthers to kick the extra point for the tie.
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Panthers fall

Offense erupts in opener

continued from SA
continued from 5A
with 212 passing yards and
210 rushing yards. Western
Carolina had a total of only
132 yards of total offense.
Clemson's defense held the
Catamounts to just 48 rushing
yards and 84 passing yards.
Clemson's rushing attack
was led by Raymond Priester,
who rushed eight times for 61
yards. Pegues also had eight
carries for 41 yards and a
touchdown. James Jenkins had
35 rushing yards, while
Nealon Greene added 32 rushing yards.
Antwuan Wyatt led the
Clemson receiving corps with
four catches for 87 yards and a
touchdown.
The Catamounts' rushing
leader Mark Howell gained
just 21 yards on 13 carries.
Quarterback Chad Greene
went 8-28 for 84 yards and a
touchdown.
He threw only one intercepted pass. David Patten led
in receiving with five catches
for 66 yards and a touchdown.
"I wasn't really impressed
with the way we ran the ball,"
commented West. "There is a
lot of room for improvement. I
still think that we are still a lot
better than we were a year ago
today."
The stubborn Tiger defense
was led by freshman linebacker Anthony Simmons,
who had nine tackles. Patrick
Sapp had five tackles and one
sack.
Linebacker
Chuck

yards of total offense on 30
plays in the second and
third quarters. Only 14 of
those yards came on the
ground.
Frank Reich had a good
day overall. He went 23 for
44 for 329 yards, two
touchdowns and no interceptions.
He also got banged

around quite a bit. The
Falcons tied a team record
dating back to the 1970s
with nine total sacks,
including three and a half
by Doleman and the gameclincher by Archambeau.
Carolina faces the
Buffalo Bills Sunday
before playing its first
home game in Death
Valley on Sept. 17 against
the St. Louis Rams.
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Bryan Thomas/staff photographer

Raymond Priester led the Tigers in rushing
Saturday, gaining 61 yards on eight rushes.
No. 1-ranked FSU comes to town Saturday.
Winslow grabbed an interception, while defensive end Tony
Plantin recorded a sack and an
interception.
The Clemson Tigers host
the top-ranked Florida State
Seminoles in Death Valley this
coming Saturday at noon.

Score by Quarters:
12
3
4
Western Carolina
0
6
0
Clemson
3
17 24

| Did you forget to j
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yearbook?
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DeXter'S not his usual self.
You suspect the 5*dJ.^€*»
So you call Dr. Nusblatt, your family vet back home

TheCalliSc//eap.
CTOO bad about the Consultation fee.)

Sign up for PSSS Ti-ue Savings" and save 25% to

Anybody, Anytime, Anywhere
in the USA.

.

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Savings is simple. Just spend $10 a month on long dtstance
and we'll subtract 25% off your AT&T bill* Spend $50 a month, get 30% off. Guaranteed. Thts
special offer ends soon, so you've got to call 1800 TRUE-ATT to enroll by September 15.
No fees. No lists. And no circles. That's Your True Choice3"AT&T.
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TIGER SOCCER

Men upset by USC; Lady Tigers zip UNC-G
Clemson 2, USC 3

Clemson 6, UNC-G 0

KEVIN BRIDGES

JAY MARCOUX

staff writer

interim asst. sports editor

The men's soccer team lost
a heart-breaker to USC Sunday
at Riggs Field, losing 3-2. Josh
Wolff scored the back-breaking goal at the 83:29 point off
of goalkeeper John Cervantes
to bring the victory to South
Carolina.
Cervantes, who had not
given up a goal in his career
before today, had replaced
starting goalkeeper Matt
Jordan at the 82:35 point in the
game. Jordan received a red
card for arguing a penalty shot
call after he dove to stop a
breakaway.
Wolde Harris, Miles Joseph
and the rest of the Clemson
attack had many scoring
chances, yet all but two were
thwarted. The Gamecocks
played a very sound defense
and were reluctant to allow the
Tigers to set up in front of the
net.
The Clemson defense
should not be overlooked.
Dana Quick and Justin Rose
turned in solid defensive performances, and with the help
of Matt Jordan and John
Cervantes, the Tigers stayed in
the game until the very end.
The Tigers will play
Central Florida on Wednesday
at 7 p.m. at historic Riggs
Field.

The No. 14 Lady Tiger
soccer team started off on the
right note with a 6-0 shutout
over UNC-Greensboro in
Riggs Field Saturday evening

in front of a crowd of 728.
Carmie Landeen scored
three goals in the contest. It
was her third career hat trick
in only two seasons. She was
ranked fourth in the nation last
year in scoring with 27 goals.
Freshman Mara Miller
scored the first goal of the season for the Lady Tigers 17:22

into the game. Landeen then
scored twice followed by
another score from Katy
Baruth 74:15 into the match to
seal the victory by taking a 40 lead.
Landeen then completed
her hat trick at the 80:25 mark.
Angela Farace added the sixth
Lady Tiger score of the

evening. It was Farace's first
career goal.
Clemson had 16 shots on
goal compared to UNCGreensboro's nine.
Clemson had a 3-2 advantagein corner kicks and a 7-5
advantage in saves. Clemson
was given 13 fouls, and UNC
Greensboro 11.

JUNIOR VARSITY CHEERLEADING
CLINIC AND TRYOUTS
CLINIC -Sept. 11-15
6:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.

TRYOUTS - Sept. 18
6:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
The clinic and try outs will be held in Jervey Gymnasium
which is located next to the baseball stadium on Perimeter Road.
Clinic on Sept. 12 and 14 will be in Littlejohn Coliseum due to a volleyball match.
Clinic and try outs are closed to the public.

FIND OUT WHAT IT FEELS LIKE TO BE IN FRONT OF
81 473 CLEMSON FANS & A NATIONAL T.V. AUDIENCE.
TRYOUT FOR THE J.V. CHEERLEADING SQUAD
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©1995 AT&T
'Certain exclusions apply Available in most areas.

September5,1995

The Tiger
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NOW HIRING

• The Lowest
Student, Youth & Budget Airfares
• Eurail Passes issued on the spot!
• Adventure Tours • Budget Accommodations
• International Student,Teacher & Youth ID
• Hostel Memberships
• Language Programs Worldwide
• Work Abroad programs & More!
CALL FOR A

FREE

Experienced Gymnastic
& Tumbling Instructors.
Upstate Gymnastics
Center. Pendleton,
Anderson area.
646-9048 or 646-9420

r
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Buffet & Or))) Restaurant

"STUDENT TRAVELS" MAGAZINE!

Council Travel
CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange
Internet: htto://www.riee.orR/as/ct.shome.htin

E-maU: ctsedee.org

1-800-2-COUNCIL
1-800-226-8624

Buffet Features 50 Differrent Choices

THE BEST KEPT
SECRET IN CLEMSON
kh*k-i-s»t-e«-

Daily Lunch & Dinner Buffet
jiuncti $4.95

zw* $7.95

All You Can Eat Includes 5 Bars

o 1 o s

"Nothing priced above $19 **"

Steak • Seafood • Chicken • Pasla • Soup & Salad Bar •

With any purchase receive a reversable T-shirt for
just $1.00. T-shirts offered in a variety of colors.

Dessert Bar

* * Full Box Take-Out Orders : Lunch $4.95 • Dinner $7.95**
=&

OPEN HOURS:
Monday - Thursday: 11:00am -10:00pm
Friday-Saturday: 11:00am- 10:30pm
Sunday: 11:30am- 10:00pm

803-653-8888
1067 Tiger Blvd, Clemson
Located before McDonalds on 93

405 College Ave. (Next to the Astro Theatre)

THE EARLY CHURCH:

.11
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With Fr. John Kenny, C.S.P.
Tuesdays, 7:30-9:00 PM
Brimley Hall
St. Andrew's Church
Sloan and Edgewood Sts.
Clemson, SC

Sept. 12,13

THE FIRST 3 00 YEARS
Everyone Welcome!
Wednesdays, 1:30-3:00 PM
Tierney Hall
St. Francis Church
Mauldin St. off College
Walhalla, SC

Separation From The Jewish People.
Judaism in the first century. The Judaeo-Christian
communities.
Impact of Gentile conversions. The
so-called Synod of Jamnia. The Church appropriates
the Jewish heritage. Origins of anti-Semitism.

Sept. 19,20

Wrestling With The Greek Mind.
Christian attempts to explain itself in terms of
Greek philosophy and religion. The Gnostics:
salvation through secret knowledge. The Greek case
against Christianity. Origen: the first liberal
Catholic theologian.

Sept. 26,27

Conflict With The Roman State:

the Martvrs■

Roman attitudes towards religion. Why Christians
were persecuted.
Some noted persecutors and
martyrs. '
Should the Church re-admit its own
cowards? a
Oct. 3,4

Development- Of Catholic Doctrine And Structures.
The canon of the Mew Testament: which books do we
include, which do we leave out? Christology: who
is Jesus Christ? The papacy: how much say does the
Bishop of Rome have? Some early church laws.

Oct. 10,11

ORDER YOUR CLASS RING!

Tuesday, Wednesday, &Thursday
September 6, 7, & 8
9:00-4:30
Clemson University Bookstore

laaHsu

$35.00 Deposit
Rings cannot be shipped until 95 credit
hours have been completed.
Orders may be placed prior to these dates at
the Art & Engineering counter in the bookstore.
alaggL-IL-liauigiguiuiuii:
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or You Can Order From Menu (Entree Prices Vary).
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Dinner Buffet Includes Hand Carved Roast, Beef and Ham
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Final Persecution and Triumph.
The Emperor Diocletian unleashes the most severe of
the persecutions. Terrible slaughter in Asia Minor
and Egypt, the most Christian parts of the Empire.
The Emperor Constantine and the battle of Milvian
Bridge:
"by this sign (the cross) you will
conquer". The Edict of Milan. The Catholic Church
formally recognized.

Sponsored by THE CATHOLIC STUDENT ASSOCIATION
For more information, pleasd call 654-1757

